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ABSTRACT 

Personas are a model used to describe users, the objectives of the creation and use of characters are 

centered on the possible user and communicate what we have learned with great design team. The problem 

of persona Being user-centered is not natural, users are complex and varied, those who may be doing user 

and market research are generally not the people who actually design and build the product and especially 

make a dinamic application pesona. 

 Semantic Web or any Web resources are described by metadata, which allows machines better use of these 

resources. Considering FOAF specification foundation (friend of a friend), we use semantic structures 

(RDFa) to create an ontology and technologies in which it operates. Using personas, we can develop an 

understanding of the goals of our users in specific contexts- an essential tool for the use of user research to 

inform and justify our designs. Create a conceptual model (ontology) for personas and their uses in the 

context of human-computer interaction, we present some screenshots of the application execution catches. 

In this article, we present the implementation we did, which was the first in the edition of our OWL 

ontology, followed by operations in an annotation application and creates a platform for working character 

who was developed in JSP, and the integration of the application developed in the persona platform, mak a 

dinamic site for persona. 

Keywords: Semantic Web, FOAF, Persona, Vocabulary, Ontology, Application. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Semantic Web technologies and Semantic 
Web offers us a new approach to managing 
information and processes, the fundamental 
principle is the creation and use of semantic 
metadata. Using the semantics, we can improve 
the way information is presented. At its simplest, 
instead of providing a linear search results list, 
the results can be grouped by meaning. The use 
of semantic metadata is also crucial for the 
integration of information from heterogeneous 
sources, either within an organization or across 
organizations. [1] 
After be released all over the world to understand 
life, Motivations and around your users, a big 
question arises: How do you use the research data 
to arrive at a design that will result in a successful 
product? You have notebooks full of 
conversations and observations, and it is likely 
that each person you talked to is slightly different. 
It is difficult to imagine digging through hundreds 

of pages of notes every time you have to make a 
design decision, and even if you had the time to 
do it, it is not quite obvious how these notes 
should inform your thinking. 
Personas, like many powerful tools are a simple 
concept but must be applied with considerable 
sophistication. It is not enough to concoct a 
couple based on stereotypes and generalizations 
user profiles, it is not particularly useful to attach 
a photo to share a job title and called a “persona." 
For personas to be effective tools for design, 
considerable rigor and finesse should be applied 
to the process of identifying important and 
meaningful patterns in user behavior and turning 
them into archetypes that represent a wide range 
of users. 
Although there are other useful models that can 
serve as tools for interaction designer, such as 
workflow models and physical models, we found 
that personas are the strongest, and it is possible 
integrate the best of other modeling techniques 
persona [2]. 
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We have some Analyse comparative but there are 
just proposals as pictures not application: 

� Personas Cooper [3]: It is characterized 

Pictures may be used for temporary 

personas emphsize besides the fact that 

they are not based on research (and 

therefore less "real"). Drawings of cars 

they really want to add a tangible 

example of their differences. Real 

Personas Cooper appears to be about 

four paragraphs of text with a name, age, 

and perhaps another character (ex: e -

mail) at the top. I think this is a format 

(less digestible) works for them because 

personas are primarily used by their 

house design team, or shared with 

customers in a very interactive session. I 

do not think they have to convince 

people to use them as much as we (and 

many others) do. Obviously, these are 

not complete personas and many more 

details are needed. 

� Kivio Persona Table [4]: It is 

characterized a chart can be an 

interesting companion personas to help 

us understand their differences. Table 

format easy to see how personas are 

different. Table format allows users to 

easily select the information that is 

relevant to users. Table format allows 

the distribution of information in the 

categories that are important to the 

application / website is designed, can be 

good when there is a lot of important 

information that is parallel between 

personas . Personal / social life is 

included, but in table format can be 

ignored or skim. The format of the table 

, it is less the story as , and thus may be 

less convincing. 

� Todd Warfel Example Persona [5]: It is 

characterized beautiful categorization: 

"Professional moderately seasoned". 

Beautiful slogan: "I want to see a good, 

better, best." Displays scales Persona. 

The objectives are prominent. Important 

use cases highlighted in “primary use." 

Frustrations and pain points are 

important. Short narrative story about 

what is important to Michael. Big 

picture. Persona does not have a ton of 

personal details, so it can not be 

humanized as it could be. (But perhaps 

that is compelling enough without these 

details). 

� Viget Labs Persona [6]: It is 

characterized Beautiful photo, beautiful 

slogan, Beautiful categorization: "The 

busy student," simple but effective 

graphic design, Quick Stats gives you 

"at a glance" demographic info on Jack 

The objectives are to foreground, task 

List (sort of scenarios) the user may 

want to perform on the site, Pretty 

rudimentary not much information, it is 

not really humanized, it looks more like 

a user profile. 
� Persona for Student Assistant Tool [7]: I 

think you get an idea of what Mark is 

like despite the lack of narrative detail. It 

is enough story in each section to 

humanize, It is characterized Nice 

picture, no categorization of Mark (For 

example: "social drinker"), is education 

and education really Preview nécessair 

e, why the use of technology and the use 

of separate cells? Do not know if it 

makes sense to hobby so important. 

Could be part of personal information, 

slogan can be a bit artificial. 

� Razorfish Persona [8]: It is characterized 

beautiful categorization: "The Learner" 

Beautiful slogan, Good combination of 

narrative paragraphs and bulleted lists 

(although I think the bullets could be 

chosen a little better) Includes scenarios 

very well-developed, attributes seem a 

little repetitive background, it seems 

they could use graphic design to make 

better use of space. 

� Small part of a larger U.S. Department 

of Agriculture (USDA) Economic 

Research Service (ERS) Persona [9]: It 

is characterized nice picture, nice 

slogan, Good narrative summary of what 

makes Matthew Demographics is stored 

in a short section which also includes 

technology-savvyness, objectives are 

absent or labeled as "Key Attributes". 

� iQContent Persona Example[10]: it is 

Characterized it ever humanized You 

must read all really know him, a slogan 

or categorization can help remember 

him "a look," Do not know how it 

connects to a product designed for him. 

� Our approch: Using personas, we can 

develop an understanding of the goals of 

our users in specific contexts- an 

essential tool for the use of user research 

to inform and justify our designs. Create 
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a conceptual model (an ontology) for 

personas and their uses in the context of 

human-computer interaction, we present 

some screenshots of the application 

execution catches. In this article, we 

present the implementation we did, 

which was the first in the edition of our 

OWL ontology, followed by operations 

in an annotation application and creates 

a platform for working character who 

was developed in JSP, and the 

integration of the application developed 

in the persona platform dynamic. 

2. PERSONA  

A persona is a typical user (the famous 
archetype), a fictional representation of target 
users, which can be used to set priorities and 
guide our design decisions interface [24]. 

The method is a technique personas Users 
centered design, initiated by Alan Cooper in 
1999. This method can provide a common and 
shared vision of the users of a service or product, 
highlighting their goals, expectations and 
potential brakes, and offering a more engaging 
format. In the field of web persona is a fictional 
character who represents a targeted group. When 
designing a website, it may be necessary to define 
multiple personas that will represent each type of 
potential visitors. A good persona is not to 
stereotype users but to create users that seems 
real. That is why we have set goals and 
personality traits realistic. Based on the objectives 
of the persona and its specific characteristics 
(identity, age, familiarity with computers ...) you 
should check that the user interface to meet the 
needs of users represented by the personas [25]. 

Personas give us a precise way of thinking 
and communicating how users behave, how they 
think, what they want to accomplish and why. 
Personas are not real people, but they are based 
on the behaviors and motivations of real people 
that we have observed and represent them 
throughout the design process. They are 
composite archetypes based on behavioral data 
collected from many actual users encountered in 
the ethnographic interviews. Personas are based 
on patterns of behavior that we see in the research 
phase, so that we formalize in the modeling 
phase. Using personas, we can develop an 
understanding of the goals of our users in specific 
contexts - an essential tool for the use of user 
research to inform and justify our designs[25]. 

Personas are a model used to describe the 
objectives, skills, abilities, experience and 
technical context of the users. They are detailed 
descriptions of archetypal users built on 

understanding, very specific data models on real 
people. A character is not based on an individual 
- he is a construct developed through a detailed 
process, not the result of a search for the "right" 
(see the character creation for more details). They 
are used by the design team (and largest project 
team) to describe and keep the foreground user 
(s) for which the system will be built [25]. 

Personas, like many powerful tools are a 
simple concept but must be applied with 
considerable sophistication. It is not enough to 
whip up a couple of profiles based on stereotypes 
and generalizations users, it is not particularly 
useful to include a photograph of a stock job title 
and call it a "persona." Personas to be effective 
tools for design, considerable rigor and finesse 
should be applied to the process of identification 
of significant and meaningful in user behavior 
trends and transform these into archetypes that 
represent a wide range of users [24]. 

3. THE GOALS OF PERSONA: 

If personas provide the context sets of 
observed behaviors, goals are the drivers of these 
behaviors. Persona to objectives can still serve as 
a useful communication tool, but it lacks its 
usefulness as a design tool. User goals serve as a 
lens through which designers must take into 
account the features of a product. The function 
and behavior of the product must meet goals via 
tasks, usually as few tasks as absolutely 
necessary. Remember, tasks are only a means to 
an end, the end goals are: 

3.1 The Goals motivate usage patterns 

Objectives personas or motivate people to 
behave as they do. Thus, the objectives not only 
provide an answer to why and how personas want 
to use a product, but can also serve as a shortcut 
in the mind of the designer to the sometimes 
complex behaviors in which a persona book and , 
consequently, their duties . [2] 

3.2 The Goals must be deducted from 

qualitative data 

You can usually do not ask a person what his 
goals directly. Either he will not be able to 
articulate, or it will not be exact or even 
completely honest. People are simply not well 
prepared to respond accurately to these questions. 
Consequently, designers and researchers must 
carefully reconstruct goals of observed behaviors, 
responses to other questions, nonverbal cues, and 
environmental indices , such as the titles of books 
on shelves. One of the most important tasks in the 
modeling of personas is to identify objectives and 
express succinctly: Each goal must be expressed 
in a single sentence. [2] 
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4. THE PERSONA DATA MODEL AND 

THE DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 1. Use case diagram of the Persona data model [28]. 

5. DESIGNING PERSONAS 

5.1 STRENGTHS Personas design: 

� Determine what a product should do 
and how it should behave. Persona 
goals and tasks form the basis of the 
design effort. 

� Communicate with stakeholders, 
developers and other designers. 
Personas provide a common 
language for discussing design 
decisions, and also help to keep the 
design centered on users at every 
stage of the process. 

� Establish a consensus and 
commitment to the design. With a 
common language for a common 
understanding. Persona reduce the 
need for complex schematic models 
because, as the authors have found it 
is easier to understand the many 
nuances of user behavior through the 
narrative structures that personas 
employ . 

� Measuring the effectiveness of the 
design. Design choices can be tested 
on a persona in the same way they 

can be presented to a real user during 
the training process. Although it 
does not replace the need to test on 
real users, it provides a tool for 
verifying the reality for designers 
who are trying to solve problems. 
This allows design iteration to occur 
rapidly and inexpensively at the 
whiteboard, and the result is a much 
stronger base of design when it 
comes time to test with real users. 

� Contribute to other efforts related 
products such as marketing plans and 
sales. The authors have seen their 
customers repurpose personas within 
their organization, information 
marketing campaigns, organizational 
structure , and other strategic 
planning activities . Business units 
outside of product development 
desire a thorough knowledge of 
products and users see generally 
personas with great interest[27]. 

5.2 Using Personas design: 

� Use Personas to plan your product 
• Brainstorm possible features and functionality 
using your personas. 
• Prioritize based on the needs of your personas 
functionality. Weighted priority matrix can be 
used to determine the significance of the feature. 
For an example, see the case of using liquid 
matrix created for a research project on content 
management in higher education. 
• Analyze similar products through the eyes of 
your persona to get ideas on what you do and you 
do not want in your design. 

� Explore design solutions for your point 
of view personas 

• Identify use cases for your design must support. 
• Create scenarios for your personas to 
understand how they need to do their job and in 
what context. 
• Explore the mood boards and visual design with 
your personas in mind. 

� Rate your solutions from your point of 
view personas 

• Complete cognitive walkthroughs and design 
reviews on your point of view personas. 
• Use personas to help you create test scenarios 
and users think recruiting participants. 
• Focus quality assurance and create case - based 
test persona persona labeling bug (23 Joe bugs, 
bugs Susan 43) [15]. 

5.3 Forces of personas as a design tool: 

Persona is a powerful design tool, multi -
purpose , which helps to overcome several 
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problems that currently plague the development 
of digital products. Personas help designers: 

• Determine what a product should do and 
how it should behave, Persona goals and tasks 
form the basis of the design effort. 

• Communicate with stakeholders, developers 
and other designers. Personas provide a common 
language for discussing design decisions and also 
help to keep the design centered on users at every 
stage of the process. 

• Build consensus and commitment to the 
design. With a common language for a common 
understanding. Personas reduce the need for 
complex schematic models, it is easier to 
understand the many nuances of user behavior 
through the narrative structures that personas 
employ. 

• Measure the effectiveness of the design. 
Design choices can be tested on personas in the 
same way that they can be presented to a real user 
during the training process. Although it does not 
replace the need to test with real users, it provides 
a powerful reality check for designers trying to 
solve design problems. This allows design 
iteration to produce quickly and cheaply to the 
table, and the result is a much stronger base of 
design when it comes time to test with real 
people. 

• Contribute to other efforts related products 
such as marketing plans and sales. The authors 
have seen their customers repurpose personas 
within their organization, information marketing 
campaigns, organizational structure, and other 
strategic planning activities. Business units 
outside of product development desire thorough 
knowledge of users of a product and usually 
consider personas with great interest. [15] 

6. DEPLOYING THE APPLICATION 

PERSONA 

Persona web application developed using JSP 
and Servlet technologies. To be functional, it 
must be deployed in an HTTP application server 
with JSP / Servlet container. Apache Tomcat is 
both HTTP server (Apache) and Servlet / JSP 
container, which makes it an ideal candidate for 
the deployment of our application. The figure 
below shows the deployment scheme of Persona 
application. 

 

Fig. 2. Diagram Of Deployment Persona 

Application 

The deployment of the application on Apache 
Tomcat persona is done by placing the directory 
containing the application files in the webapps 
directory of Tomcat. 

7. IMAGES OF APPLICATION 

EXECUTION 

In what follows we will present some 
screenshots of execution of our application, the 
homepage is the first window website, where you 
can access the different menus of the site 
persona. It contains five main menus (Identity, 
Organization, Context, Event, and Goals). 

-Context menu contains three submenus 
(Place, Society and Contact point). 

-Goals menu contains three submenus 
(Personal, Business and Practical). 

 

Fig. 3. Identity Of The Site Persona. 
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Fig. 4. Registration For Joins Application Persona. 

 

Fig. 5. Categorie Choice 

 
Fig. 6. the first  page of website persona  after identity 

To access this page below the identity, just 
click on the menu Identity This file contains all 
information (family name...) for each persona, 
also includes many features including: 

The addition, modification and removal 
identity. 

 
Fig. 7. Page Identity Of Website Persona. 

Fig. 8. Admnistration Of Categories 

Our application have a choice withe people can 
be speak wthi him depaend our categories 
Finally we present here the benefits of our search 
application that is based on an ontology, based 
on a full text search: 

• It allows contextuality queries for example: 
Instead of launching the application 
"SQL+Database", it says it best: "SQL for 
the database module" and also it is dynamic. 
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• It allows a seems they could use graphic 
design to make better use of space. 

• It allows giving Persona a ton of personal 
details, so it can also be humanized as it 
could be. (But perhaps that is compelling 
enough without these details). 

• It can give the user the choice what type of 
goals will choose either individual or 
personal or businesse . 

• In addition, the fact that our application is 
based on an ontology that has the advantage 
of sharing a common vocabulary between 
different types of users of the application 
that improves and facilitates improvement to 
users. 

8.  CONCLUSIONS 

In this article, we introduced the notion of 
ontology and several methods and tools for 
ontology engineering. In our study, taking into 
consideration the characteristics and benefits of 
ontologies, we focused on the ontology to build a 
vocabulary of character. 
Like many powerful tools, personas are a simple 
concept but must be applied with considerable 
sophistication. It is not enough for some based 
on stereotypes and generalizations user profiles; 
it is not particularly useful to attach photos to a 
job title and call it a "character". Personas to be 
effective tools for design , discipline and a lot of 
finesse to be applied to the process of identifying 
significant trends and user behavior and turn 
them into archetypes that represent a wide range 
of users, presented persona as a web application 
using the details of the application 
implementation , and will be used for the 
realization of our application: development tool 
JBuilder7, the Java virtual machine: J2SDK 1.4.2 
, Tomcat JSP Web server 4.x libraries: Jena 
version 2.3 and Servlet / JSP Version 2.3/1.2 
(included in Tomcat 4.x) . 
Considering that we were able to achieve a large 
part of the objectives of this work, and we made 
the right choices regarding implementation tools, 
thus our work will be a very good track for future 
projects. 
However, our work is not perfect and can be 
improved in several areas, and what is proposed 
is: 
- Develop other ontologies and combine them 
with ours to enrich the vocabulary used for 
annotation and search. 
- Test the possibility of reasoning provided by 
OWL. 
- Reuse this ontology in a platform based on 
Semantic Web technologies - Use this ontology 
in achieving a document editor, and we put our 
application to navigation for user. 
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